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— INTRODUCTION —

YOUR AGING SMILE IS NOT ANYTHING TO FEEL SELF-CONSCIOUS ABOUT

It is simply a natural process of life. Over time, your smile ages right along with the rest of your body.

The color, shape and length of our teeth change over the years due to normal wear and tear. Gravity and aging make our lower face shrink and sink in, resulting in less of our upper teeth showing as we speak or smile. Loss of collagen and diminished muscle tone allow wrinkles to form around our mouth and lips.
Similarly, the front teeth are shorter and the skin around the mouth may have less tautness and hang down over the smile. Even a few millimeters here can make a drastic difference in the appearance of your smile.

OVER TIME, OUR JAW POSITION MAY SHIFT AND OUR TEETH MAY SHORTEN

Due to years of use and grinding, these changes affect the bite and the resting position of our face, making us look older.
While plastic surgery certainly has its place, anti-aging dentistry is an esthetic change in the lower third of a patient’s face to improve and reverse the signs of aging.

We work from the inside out to create a fuller, more youthful smile. By building up teeth through dental procedures, such as veneers or tooth bonding, we can improve fullness, smoothing wrinkles and folding.
We will assess your facial structure, lip movement, hair color, skin tone, tooth size, and color to craft a smile that reflects your individual beauty and personality.

With veneers and crowns, we build out the tips and sides of your teeth and with this we are able to fill out the cheeks, eliminating the dark corners when you smile.

By expanding your teeth we can create more support to the lips and your lips will be fuller. Broadening your smile with whiter and longer teeth will make you look younger, healthier, and happier.
— IDEAL CANDIDATES —

IDEAL CANDIDATES
are those with dark, yellow teeth, short damaged teeth

OR PATIENTS WHO
do not show any teeth while they smile
At your initial visit your dentist will use the latest smile imaging technology to consider every smile design detail to determine how to create a smile that best fits your facial features.

This will be followed by taking a detail impression of your teeth and bite, and will allow your dentist and ceramist to design a model of your teeth that is transformed into a new smile using a special wax. The wax-up serves as a preview of the final smile makeover.

During your second visit, we will prepare your teeth for veneers and crowns and you will receive a customized temporary smile where you can test-drive your new smile.
At your last visit, your dentist will finish your new smile by cementing your brand new veneers with our own custom colorist. This will minimize any critical errors in the color matching of our new smile.
Your new smile is very long lasting, exceeding 10 years! Your dentist will suggest that you wear a retainer or guard at night time to prevent damage to your new smile.
Let us help you achieve your dream smile!

At Downey Cosmetic Family Dentistry, we are committed to providing a comforting dental experience that begins the moment you check in and doesn’t end until you leave the building. From the inviting, spa-like atmosphere with exam-room televisions, free WiFi, complimentary snacks, beverages, and warm face towels, to our friendly, experienced doctors and staff, we want to ensure your visit is as special as we can make it.

Thanks to our outstanding services, you will never think of dental treatment the same. Contact us today for a consultation.
Dr. Hadis Reyhani, Dr. Ben Reyhani, and Dr. Pasha Hakimzadeh, DDS, provide a wealth of combined experience, along with innovative technology and personalized care, to help improve our patients’ dental health so they can enjoy smiling again.

We provide you with a luxurious treatment. A visit to the dentist can be a scary thought, but at Downey Family Cosmetic Dentistry we are committed to providing a comforting dental experience that begins the moment you check in and doesn’t end until you leave the building. From the inviting, spa-like atmosphere with exam-room televisions, free WiFi, complimentary snacks, beverages, and warm face towels, to our friendly, experienced doctors and staff, we want to ensure your visit is as special as we can make it.